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SYNOPSIS: 

Educating in a distinctively Christian way, in this post-Christendom period, is becoming ever more challenging. Confronted by a 

cacophony of curricular voices and a plurality of ideological visions for the good life, our teachers are easily confused, overwhelmed, 

and then discouraged—ceasing to be salt and light in rotting and dark times. Added to this challenge, our students tend to deconstruct 

whatever filaments of faith remain. It’s far easier to walk away than keep following Christ in these strange days. 

What, then, is Christian education for? And how might a bigger story of God’s mission reorient both the content we teach and our 

pedagogical approach in this cultural moment? 

In this session, we’ll learn from the Master Teacher, Jesus, a process of journeying with disenchanted disciples in our schools en route 

to Emmaus (Luke 24:13–36). Tackling the modern penchant for unbounded plurality, which dissipates passion for following Jesus as 

the way, the truth, and the life, we will discover how to listen, imagine, create, and communicate in divine conversation. We’ll reorient 

education around the twin goals of seeking shalom and extending salvation, forming ‘wise peacemakers’ in the whole of life, whatever a 

student’s (or teacher’s) particular identity and religious conviction. 

Together, we’ll find wisdom for Christian schooling that can be adapted for diverse national and educational contexts, as we walk 

toward shalom, a unity-in-diversity imaging our Creator God. 
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Dave is a leading thinker and researcher on the role of faith in 21st-Century western culture. Formerly a 
high school teacher, then lecturer at Malyon Theological College in Brisbane, Australia, he now heads up the 
LICC’s work for Culture & Discipleship. In part, this role includes consultation with theological education 
institutions toward forming whole-life disciplemakers (licc.org.uk/about/theological-education). His 
mission is to cultivate disciples with wisdom for the way of Christ in a post-Christendom culture. His 2016 
Ph.D project entitled ‘Schools, Scripture and Secularisation’ considers the telos of competing curricular 
visions and the place of sacred texts in secular education. Dave is the lead editor of Transforming Vocation: 
Connecting Theology, Church, and the Workplace for a Flourishing World (Wipf & Stock 2021).  

 

Questions to Discuss: 

1. In what sense is, and isn’t, your educational context ‘post-Christendom’ and pluralistic? What does this mean to you, and look 

like in practice? Tell a story of these cultural forces in action, as they impinge upon and challenge your school. 

2. How has this growing cultural diversity impacted your teachers? And what about your students? What can you celebrate? 

What should you challenge? Where is there hope, moving forward? 

3. Tell a story of a disenchanted student, losing their salt and light and starting to walk away from the faith they once held dear. 

What led to this disorientation? What form did their deconstruction take? How has your school gone, journeying with them? 

Pray for them now… 

4. In your school, what is Christian education for? If it were reframed as about shalom and salvation, and the formation of ‘wise 

peacemakers’, what difference might this make for the disenchanted student above? Retell their story as a best-case scenario, 

with what could happen if engaged well. 

5. Reflect on these four steps to walk together toward life. What does this look like in your school, even classroom, as you 

journey alongside those tempted to wander away? Try to reimagine and flesh out how a unit in your subject area might be 

taught, aligned with this four-step hermeneutical process: 

a. LISTEN: What’s going on and why? 

b. IMAGINE: What should be going on? 

c. CREATE: How will we respond? 

d. COMMUNICATE: How to share the good news? 
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1 According to ChatGPT, Zeitgeist is a German word that refers to the prevailing spirit or cultural, intellectual, and moral climate 
of a particular period in history. It encompasses the collective beliefs, values, attitudes, and ideas that shape a society or culture 
at a particular time. The concept of Zeitgeist implies that a particular period in history is characterized by a dominant set of 
cultural, intellectual, and moral values that shape the way people think and act. It can be observed in various areas of society, 
such as art, literature, music, [education,] philosophy, politics, and social norms. 
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